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Summary: This paper summarises the types of units used in connection with offshore oi l
exploration and exploitation, and proposes a method for deciding whether such
units are covered by the 1992 Fund regime .

Action to be taken :

	

To consider whether to adopt guidelines on the application to such units of the
1992 CLC/Fund regime .

Introduction

1 .1 In October 1997, the 1 st extraordinary session of the Assembly of the 1992 Fund considered th e
position of Floating Production, Storage and Offloading Units (FPSOs) and Floating Storage Units (FSUs) .
The Assembly decided that the matter should be explored in more detail, and asked delegations to write t o
the United Kingdom delegation with their views on the application of the CLCIFund regime to such units .

1 .2 Unfortunately, the United Kingdom delegation received no such views . However, we have had
discussions with relevant contacts in the oil industry about offshore operations both on the United Kingdo m
Continental Shelf and elsewhere in the world . We have also had regard to the previous papers submitted to
the Assembly on this topic by Australia and the Director .
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1 .3 The United Kingdom delegation believes that this is a very important issue . There is a vast range
of different types of units involved in the exploration for, and the production, storage and transport of, oil ;
and these units operate in many regions of the world . In our view, it is not acceptable for there to b e
continuing uncertainty as to whether compensation would be available for damage arising from an inciden t
involving one of these units .

1 .4 It is not our intention to extend the scope of the CLC/Fund regime to cover all risks connected with
offshore oil exploration and exploitation . Rather, our aim is to clarify the precise scope of the CLC/Fun d
regime, in order to enable States to ensure that adequate complementary arrangements are in place for th e
risks which are not covered by the regime .

2

	

Tunes of vesse l

2 .1 The terms "FPSO" and "FSU" cover a variety of different types of units, with different uses and
methods of operation . Moreover, the terms do not cover all the units used in connection with offshore oi l
exploration and exploitation . Therefore, we will not use these the terms in the subsequent paragraphs of thi s
paper .

2 .2

	

The United Kingdom's discussion with the oil industry have identified three types of units :
.1

	

vessels which are "ships" and which carry "oil" within the meaning of the 1992 CLC;
.2

	

vessels which are "ships" but which do not carry "oil" within the meaning of the 1992 CLC ;
.3

	

units which are not "ships" within the meaning of the 1992 CLC .

2 .3

	

In our view, vessels of the first type are covered by the CLC/Fund regime, whereas other types o f
vessels and units are not .

3

	

Provisions of the CLC and the Fund Convention

3 .1 The 1992 CLC defines "ship" as : any sea-going vessel and seaborne craft of any type whatsoeve r
constructed or adapted for the carriage of oil in bulk as cargo, provided that a ship capable of carrying oi l
and other cargoes shall be regarded as a ship only when it is actually carrying oil in bulk as cargo an d
during any voyage following such carriage unless it is proved that it has no residues of such carriage of oi l
in bulk aboard.

3 .2 Our understanding of this definition is that if a unit is a "ship" it is always a "ship" (unless i t
undergoes major reconstruction), no matter what type of activity it is actually engaged in (eg the exploratio n
for, or the exploitation, storage or transport of, oil) .

3 .3 The 1992 CLC defines "pollution damage" as : loss or damage caused outside the ship by
contamination resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from the ship; and "oil" as : any persistent
hydrocarbon mineral oil, such as crude oil, fuel oil, heavy diesel oil and lubricating oil, whether carried o n
board a ship as cargo or in the bunkers of such a ship . Article III(1) of the 1992 CLC and Article 4(1) o f
the 1992 Fund Convention provide further that the shipowner and the IOPC Fund are liable for "pollutio n
damage" .

3 .4 Taking these provisions together, our conclusion is that certain types of units used in connection wit h
offshore oil exploration or exploitation are "ships" within the meaning of the 1992 CLC . However, in our
view, liability under the Conventions only arises when a unit actually has "oil" within the meaning of th e
1992 CLC on board (that is oil carried on the ship as cargo, or in the bunkers of such a ship) .
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Which units should be covered?

4 .1 In the view of the United Kingdom delegation, the interpretation of the provisions referred to i n
section 3 above determines which units fall within the scope of the regime established by the 1992 CLC and
Fund Convention . To be covered, a unit must be a "ship" (ie a sea-going vessel or seabome craft constructe d
or adapted to carry oil in bulk as cargo) . It must also have "oil" on board (ie persistent hydrocarbon minera l
oil carried on board a ship either as cargo or in the bunkers of such a ship) .

4 .2

	

A particular question of interpretation arises in relation to the expression "carried as cargo" . There
are three possible interpretations :

1

	

only oil carried on voyage to or from a port or terminal could be considered to be "carrie d
as cargo";

.2

	

oil carried on any voyage between two distinct points could be considered to be "carried a s
cargo"; or

.3

	

oil carried on any movement whatsoever could be considered to be "carried as cargo" .

5

	

Examples of the practical effect of these interpretation s

5.1 Much oil exploration and exploitation activity is undertaken by specialised units, either oil rigs o r
specially constructed vessels, which are designed to remain on station for exploration or exploitatio n

activities for an extended period of time . Such units are not constructed or adapted to carry oil in bulk a s
cargo. Therefore, they do not fall within the definition of "ship" in the 1992 CLC and are not covered by the
CLC/Fund regime .

5 .2 Other units are moored quasi-permanently to an oil field to produce, process, or store oil . Some such
units may be "ships" within the meaning of the 1992 CLC (ie constructed or adapted to carry oil in bulk a s

cargo). These units would not normally move with oil on board, but may do so in the event of exceptionall y
bad weather conditions . Liability would only arise under the CLC/Fund regime, however, if the wides t
interpretation of the term "carried as cargo" were adopted by the Assembly (that mentioned in paragrap h
4.2 .3 above) .

5 .3 Further types of unit exist which are designed to "graze" low yield or economically marginal oi l

fields, or to seek out new fields (the latter are known as extended well test vessels) . These fall within th e
1992 CLC definition of "ship" . If the narrowest interpretation of "carried as cargo" is adopted, as set out in

paragraph 4 .2 .1 above, the CLC/Fund regime would apply to such units when sailing from port to their firs t
oil field, and when returning to port with a cargo of oil. If the interpretation set out in paragraph 4 .2 .2 above
is preferred, however, such units would also be covered when on voyages between oil exploration o r

exploitation sites .

6

	

Action re nested of the Assemb l

6.1

	

The United Kingdom delegation requests that the Assembly :

(a) consider whether it can concur with the suggested implications of the definitions of "ship" and "oil"
in the 1992 CLC set out in paragraph 4 .1 above ;

(b) decide which of the three possible interpretations of the term "carried as cargo" set out in paragrap h

4.2 above ought to be preferred ; and

(c) adopt, in the light of these decisions, guidelines on the application of the CLC/Fund regime to unit s
used in connection with offshore oil exploration and exploitation activities .
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6.2 If the Assembly finds itself unable to agree that units used in connection with offshore oil exploratio n
and exploitation activities can on occasion be "ships" which carry "oil", the United Kingdom delegation
requests that the Assembly review its policy on which receipts of oil give rise to annual contributions to th e
IOPC Fund. This review should have the aim of ensuring that there is no imbalance between the rules on
the payment of contributions and compensation .


